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Background



Motivation

 Many field recordings and field notes 
collected over 25 years on a language now 
dormant…

 Desire to make these resources accessible to 
the community of the descendants 

 Language revitalization is very difficult…

 Ultimately, we decided to place on a website…



Goals

To make these resources…
Widely accessible

- Access by phones, tablets, or computers.
Easily accessible

- Structure the resources
- Retrieve relevant materials

Useful for many purposes



The process…
1. Creating Mobile apps
2. Creating Online Tools 

Making them into open-
source templates

mobile app website  



Northern Pomo



The Pomoan
Languages in 
Northern 
California
(Kroeber, 1925)



Edna Campbell Guerrero Elenor Stevenson Gonzales



Situation today…

Currently no living fluent speakers.
But, there is still a community that identifies with the language.
EGIDS Level 9: Dormant: 
“The language serves as a reminder of heritage identity for an ethnic 
community, but no one has more than symbolic proficiency.”



Northern Pomo 
Language Tools



Exploring a language may 
be overwhelming…
Variety of different 

entryways into the 
language.
Start top-down, or create 

your own path.





 Some users may 
want to be oriented 
about the different 
sections of the 
website.



About the language, 
where it is spoken and its 
speakers.



Links bringing you to 
the mobile apps.



Introductory word-
learning app featuring 
85 words.
Presented at an earlier 

talk today…



 (Besides the mobile apps), these are the main 
components for incorporating field recordings... 





Learners may want 
to hear more about 
the sounds and how 
they’re written.
Matrix of sounds…
Clicking on the 

letter lets you hear 
the corresponding 
sound.



Videos training 
learners 
linguistically 
significant sounds.
Recordings of 

native speakers 
saying the similar 
words with 
contrasting sounds.







Learners may want to learn expressions 
used on a day to day basis.



Short videos that 
break down the 
expressions.
Learners get to hear 

a fluent speaker 
saying that 
expression.
Encourage 

repetition of the 
utterance.







Small set of around ten monologues by Edna 
Campbell Guerrero, recorded 1963.
Include narratives and monologues about cultural 

practices and personal experiences.



“Lyrics” appear on screen as the 
speaker is telling the story.
There is also an accompanying text 

below that can be printed out.

One approach…
Videos of narratives with 

Northern Pomo and English 
translation.





Talking Dictionary…



Phrasicon…





Dictionary entries 
displayed in tabular 
format.
Link from Talking 

Dictionary to 
Phrasicon entries 
containing that 
head word.
Recordings and 

initials of the 
multiple speakers.





Entries in the Phrasicon in 
interlinear gloss format.
 First layer: sentence or 

phrase in Northern Pomo
 Second layer: morpheme
Third layer: English gloss
 Fourth layer: English 

translation
Linkage between Talking 

Dictionary and Phrasicon works 
both ways.



Design and 
Technical 
Decisions



“The perfect dictionary is one in which you can find 
the thing you are looking for preferably in the very 
first place you look.” – Mary Haas 

A learner may not know what’s in the dictionary…
What are some ways to help the user get what they want?



Scenario 1:

Learner wants to know what the Northern Pomo word is for 
“brother”…
In Northern Pomo, the language distinguishes between “older 

brother”, “younger brother”…there is no one word for “brother”



Organizing search term…
Searching for “brother”…



Scenario 2:

Learner wants to know the Northern Pomo word for “dogs”…
In general, Northern Pomo does not distinguish between singular 

and plural nouns.



Stemmer

We used a technique, called a stemmer, that can look for the singular 
rather than the plural.
Searching for “dogs” will return no result…
An option to try an ‘Extended Search’ that stems the search query.
Searches again with “dog”…



Persistent Search Conundrum:

• User doesn’t know what to search in Northern Pomo, they will be 
searching in English.

• User search for the word “old”…
• Should “older” be returned?

• But if the user searches for the word “man”
• Should “manner” be returned?



Search rules…

• Search for “old” should return “older”
• Search for “man” should not return “manner”
• How to get around this issue?
• We implemented an ad-hoc search rule…



There are many persistent problems…

Perhaps we should be talking about these kinds of issues 
as a field…
Resource design principles and best practices.



Open-Source Templates



Language XYZ



Current beta tests…
Medumba, a Grassfields 

Bantoid language, spoken 
in Cameroon.

Lachixío Zapotec, an 
indigenous language of 

Oaxaca, Mexico, with 
Mark Sicoli.



Our suggestion…

Your team have a “coding competent” member who’s not afraid 
of looking into the code.
Do not necessarily need to know to program, but should be able 

to follow directions in the documentation.
Knowing how to program is helpful.



Where to download…

http://eddersko.com/template/

Github: eddersko

http://eddersko.com/template/


Thank you!
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